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The study of rhetorical relations from the point of view of discourse anticipation involves a shift of
perspective in discourse-theoretic research. Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (Asher &
Lascarides 2005), for instance, is mainly concerned with the post hoc processing of the rhetorical
relation holding between a discourse segment sn and the preceding segment sn−1. Upon the antici-
patory view, however, one would ask which rhetorical relation may be predicted to pertain between
sn and a possible subsequent discourse segment sn+1 based solely on some property of sn. In other
words, does any property of sn trigger an expectation that discourse will proceed in a particular
manner?

Implicit causality (IC) verbs have played an important role in psycholinguistic investigations of
discourse expectations. In particular, the reference resolution preferences of IC verbs have been
exploited to study the time course of comprehension (Koornneef & van Berkum 2006; Pyykkönen
& Järvikivi 2010, a.o.). Research suggests that discourse coherence (Kehler et al. 2008) and verbal
semantics (Au 1986; Hartshorne & Snedeker, t.a.) are important factors. However, the exact nature
of IC is still poorly understood. Thus, verb-based accounts of IC have merely established correlation
patterns between reference resolution and thematic properties of verb arguments (in different guises;
cf. e.g. Brown & Fish 1983, Hartshorne & Snedeker, t.a.). Likewise, Kehler et al. (2008) did not
explain why it is that IC verbs are prone to trigger the expectation that an explanation will follow.

In this paper, we present a semantic theory of IC which incorporates the discourse coherence and
reference resolution properties of IC verbs. IC verbs, we contend, trigger expectations for specific
explanation types. They do so because they are underspecified with respect to causal content which
is crucial to the conceptualization of the event or state denoted by the verb. Put differently, IC verbs
carry an empty “slot” for specific explanatory content. On this view, IC reflects a general processing
preference for not leaving missing content unspecified, i.e. a tendency to avoid accommodation
(Altmann & Steedman 1988; van Berkum et al. 1999; van der Sandt 1992). On our account, the
reference resolution property of IC verbs is but an epiphenomenon of the explanatory preferences
which derives from the association of the missing content with one of the two arguments of IC verbs.

Following Solstad (2010), we distinguish three kinds of explanations, (i) plain causes, (ii) external
reasons, and (iii) internal reasons, cf. the examples in (1):

(1) a. plain cause: John disturbed Mary because he was making lots of noise.
b. external reason: John disturbed Mary because she had damaged his bike.
c. internal reason: John disturbed Mary because he was very angry at her.

Plain causes are causes of events or (mental) states. They never involve volition or intention. In (1a),
Mary feeling disturbed is understood to be a by-product, as it were, of John’s noise-emitting activity.
External and internal reasons are causes of attitudinal states. Thus, the because clauses in (1b)-
(1c) specify causes for John’s intention to disturb Mary. External reasons (1b) are external to the
attitude-bearer’s mind whereas internal reasons (1c) are internal to his mind. The interdependency
between explanation type and reference resolution may be seen in (1b)-(1c). The external reason is
associated with, and thus makes primary reference to the object (NP2) argument by mentioning it
first, whereas the internal reason is associated with the subject (NP1) argument.

Two kinds of underspecified content trigger explanation expectations. One involves arguments
which are underlyingly propositional in nature. Consider the stimulus argument of the stimulus-
experiencer verb impress. For the simple sentence Mary impressed John, the stimulus Mary may be
seen as a mere placeholder of a semantic entity more complex in nature. It is actually a specific
property or action of Mary’s which is the cause of John being impressed. Support for this analysis
derives from the fact that stimuli in general may be realized as either noun phrases or that clauses:
Mary impressed John/It impressed John that Mary . . . Stimuli are plain causes, contributing to
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NP1 bias with stimulus-experiencer verbs, and to NP2 bias with experiencer-stimulus verbs.
The other trigger of explanation expectations which we have identified involves presuppositions

suitable to give an external reason for the execution of the action denoted by an agent-patient
verb (these verbs have previously been assigned to the ad hoc class of ‘agent-evocator’ predicates
in IC research). Take congratulate. For congratulate to be used adequately, there must be some
occasion on which the agent may congratulate the patient, e.g. an event occurring prior to the act
of congratulating: John congratulated Mary because she won the race. Since these presuppositions
are external reasons, they contribute to NP2 bias.

Crucially, in the above cases of unspecified propositional content and presuppositions, the missing
content (stimulus property or presupposition) may be specified by means of a because clause, which
may be analyzed as causally relating entities propositional in nature (cf. e.g. Solstad 2010, and
references therein).

We tested our predictions in two continuation experiments in German (Experiments 1-2) and
a cross-linguistic production study in German and Norwegian (Experiment 3). Continuations were
annotated for (i) whether they were explanations, (ii) the precise kind of explanation, and (iii)
IC bias. The experiments show that IC bias depends on expectation preferences as predicted by
our theory. No less important, they also show that the insights into the explanation profiles of IC
bias verbs allow us to manipulate IC bias systematically (all reported contrasts: loglinear models,
LRCS1/2:p1/2 < .01):
Experiment 1 – Specifying missing content of stimulus-experiencer verbs. The first experiment
tested the effects of specifying in the prompt the expectation-triggering, missing content of stimulus
experiencer verbs by means of an adverbial modifier, cf. the following example item (adverbial
modifier in italics; items only in translated versions):

(2) Mary (NP1) impressed John (NP2) a) because / b) . (‘full stop’) [. . . ]

(3) Mary impressed John with her aggressive play a) because / b) . (‘full stop’) [. . . ]

The adverbial with phrase in (3) specifies the missing content on a par with a because clause
(. . . because she played aggressively), filling the “slot” which triggers the expectation for a specific
explanation. For full stop continuations of manipulated prompts (3b) we thus predicted a drop
in the proportion of explanations. For all explanations, i.e. following because or a full stop, we
expected a shift in explanation type and a corresponding shift in bias. The results fully confirmed
these predictions: After a full stop, explanations dropped from 58% (2b) to 33% (3b). For full stop
and because continuations, the expected plain cause explanations dropped from 52% (2a-b) to 24%
(3a-b), whereas internal reasons increased from 38% to 63%. This altered the bias from 71% to
49% NP1 for because and full stop explanations. Thus, the introduction of the adverbial modifier
triggered incongruent, i.e. non-bias-compliant continuations.
Experiment 2 – Specifying missing content of agent-patient verbs with presuppositions. In
addition, we tested for similar effects with presupposition verbs, cf. the following example item:

(4) Emma congratulated Paul (NP2) a) because / b) . (‘full stop’) [. . . ]

(5) Emma congratulated Paul on winning the race a) because / b) . (‘full stop’) [. . . ]

Crucially, the modifying prepositional (on) phrase in (5) specifies the external reason which is ex-
pected with congratulate, expressible also in a possible because continuation: Emma congratulated
Paul because he won the race. Since the on phrase fills the explanation “slot” of congratulate
type verbs, i.e. verifies the presupposition, we expected results comparable with those in Experiment
1. This is indeed what we found: Full stop explanations dropped from 67% (4b) to 37% (5b). For
full stop and because explanations, the preferred explanation type, external reason, reduced from
53% (4a-b) to 23% (5a-b) and participants provided internal reasons (unmodified conditions 13%;
specified presupposition 64%), instead. This lead to a corresponding shift in IC bias from 20% (4a-b)
to 60% (5a-b) NP1. Once more, the modifier triggered incongruent discourse continuations.
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Experiment 3 – Cross-linguistic validity. In a third continuation experiment, we elicited 10.100
written productions for 101 verbs in German and Norwegian. Again, participants were prompted to
continue sentences after either a full stop or because (cf. e.g. the two conditions in (4) above). Two
features make this particular language pair well-suited for a large-scale IC production study. On the
one hand, German and Norwegian are closely related, facilitating the pairing of verbs very close in
meaning. On the other hand, the two languages display very different discourse structuring properties
(Ramm 2011). German discourse is hypotactic in nature and discourse relations tend to be explicitly
marked. Norwegian discourse, on the other hand, is more paratactic and discourse relations are
often left implicit. Similar results for German and Norwegian in full stop continuations could provide
evidence that verb semantics plays a crucial role, overriding other discourse structure properties.
Our study revealed no significant differences between the languages regarding (i) proportions of
explanations after full stops, (ii) explanation types in because and full stop continuations, or (iii)
overall IC bias. Thus, our semantic account of IC bias turned out to be cross-linguistically valid.

Summing up, the results show that IC bias strongly depends on the availability of specific
explanation types and that it can be manipulated by specifying those implicit explanations. It should
be emphasized that we can also account for focussing effects in processing: If a verb triggers a
specific kind of explanation, we may expect focussing, i.e. anticipation, of the associated referent.

As to the relevance for studies on anticipatory processing in general, it may be noted that
our theory operates at the level of general expectation types, more specifically different subtypes of
explanation relations, whereas much work on anticipation to date has been concerned with particular
expectations at token level, e.g. expectations regarding the occurrence of specific words and token-
specific features (cf. the overview in Kamide 2008).
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